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Introduction
The colony of Lyon, founded in 43 BC and promoted to the capital of the province of
Gallia Lugdunensis under Augustus, was a central trading place in Gaul and a real
economic hub at the interface between Gallia Narbonensis and the more northern
territories. It took advantage of the major distribution route constituted by the river
Rhône. The settlement was established on the hill of Fourvière, overlooking the river
Saône. The plateau of the Sarra, at the top of the hill, contained the settlements. That’s
where the economic landscape and the networks of streets are best known (fig. 1).
A particular interest for Lyon’s economic premises as a framework for the retail
trade was shown by the academic work conducted by Marine Lépée,2 and continued in
a thesis started in September 2017 at the scale of the Rhône Valley. An inventory of the
shops in the upper town, resulting from ancient or more recent excavations, was the
basis of an architectural, topographical, and small finds analysis of these premises.
A typological grid served as a basis to recognize these places. This typology was
partly based on the categories mentioned by Eric Delaval in his thesis,3 and by Benjamin
Clément in his study of domestic architecture in Lyon.4 It defines the premises both
by the way they organized themselves and by the way they were related to the
neighbouring areas. It thus distinguishes between premises associated with residential
units (“bloc-boutique” and corner complexes) and premises operating independently
(i.e. independent complexes with or without a floor). Significant interactions with the
urban network have been recognized for these different places.
The Particularities of Lyon
The Major Urban Networks
The urban landscape of Lyon had particularities that need to be quickly presented here.
The network of streets on the hill of Fourvière had to adapt to a difficult topography,
marked by steep slopes. This configuration of the landscape partly explained the
coexistence of several grids oriented along different axes. They also reflected different
chronological realities (fig. 2).5
The network A appeared from the colonial settlement and was centred on the “rue
de l’Océan”. This grid developed on the whole plateau of Fourvière and on its southern
slope until the level of the Cybèle district, where a second network was highlighted.
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Fig. 1: The heart of the upper town: the plateau of the Sarra, on the top of the hill of
Fourvière.
The network B developed on the eastern slope of the hill between the “rue des Farges”
and the “rue Cléberg”, at least from the beginning of the 1st century AD or earlier. A
third network, the network C, was circumscribed to the southern edge of the Fourvière
terrace.6
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Fig. 2: The major urban networks and shops in the upper town.
These three major street grids coexisted during the entire period the upper city was
occupied. They delimited blocks of square shape at the time the colony was founded,
when the primitive urban nucleus occupied only the top part of the hill. They then took
a rectangular shape.7 The shops were particularly recognized within the network A.
All the streets bordered by shops in the upper city had a central roadway flanked by
pavements. These were generally separated from the roadway by a ditch that acted as a
gutter and was usually sheltered under porticoes. Their total width varied between 30,
40 or more exceptionally 60 feet. The first plank gutters appeared from the Augustan
period, while masonry drainage and street paving became widespread from the middle
of the 1st century AD (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: The street of the theatre.
In Lyon, the porticoes were made of wooden posts set on masonry blocks, which are
the main remains that testify today to the existence of these porticoes. From Claudius
onwards, the wooden posts of the porticoes were often replaced by masonry pillars to
contribute to the vast architectural program implemented since the beginning of the
century in the upper town (fig. 4). The porticoes in Lyon generally had a width of 3 m,
which seemed to be the norm.8
A Difficult Topography Marked by Steep Slopes: Terraced Constructions
In Lyon, the slope of the hill of Fourvière obliged the network of streets, the residential blocks,
as well as the artisanal and commercial areas to be organized in successive terraces. Thus,
differences in levels conditioned the location of shops and their relations with adjoining
domestic space. The example of the Rue des Farges speaks for itself: commercial premises
developed below a domus and on the edge of a place on a much lower terrace.
As a result of this terraced topography, many shops in the corpus leaned against retaining
walls. This could help to give an autonomous aspect to the economic complex by separating
it from other buildings or isolating it from an adjoining domus. This installation on the slopes
of the hill, beyond a simple technical response to a difficult topography, also proposed a
visual game. It allowed the domus and their shops to be monumentalized, which contributed
to make them visible from the quays of the Saône below.
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Fig. 4: The street of “la Stèle de Rufus” and the masonry supports.
Focus on Two Particular Cases
We will focus more particularly on two recent excavations in Lyon which have led to
discover particularly well-preserved economic complexes (Silvino 2011 and Clément
2014). These were associated with residential units and were included in their relationship
with the urban plot. They offered a detailed vision of the way the craftsmen/traders of
the ancient colony lived.
The “Hôpital de Fourvière”
The site is located on the north-eastern slope of the plateau of the Sarra. The main
discoveries date from the recent excavations carried out by Tony Silvino in 2010
(Archeodunum). The site expanded on four terraced plots, associated with domus, on
the northern edge of the plateau (fig. 5).
This site is particularly interesting to perceive the evolution of an economic and
residential block and the connections that unite it to adjacent streets. The main street
of this site, on the façade of which the commercial premises associated with the domus
developed, was the east-west street known as the “rue de la Stèle de Rufus”. This was
created ex nihilo at the beginning of the occupation of the site. Sloping towards the
east, it belonged to the network A and was bordered by a pavement sheltered by a
portico. The street had a 45-foot module, which is unusual compared to the known
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Fig. 5: “Hôpital de Fourvière” – Restitution of the southern facade of the four terraced
plots.
networks of Lyon.9 Wooden gutters, later built in stone, received waste water from
artisanal premises and houses.
Shops were attested at the site from the Augustan period and were mainly found
on the facade of plots 2 and 3, in front of residential dwellings at the back. They were
divided in shop / back-shop. Differences in altimetry between the different rooms tiered
west-east make it possible to suppose the partitioning.
The type of activities is not always easily identifiable. A probable food trade on
plot 1, however, is recognizable according to the masonry foundations of a counter
that encroaches onto the street, and based on three semi-buried amphorae Dressel 20,
perhaps used to conserve solid foodstuffs.
The “Clos de la Solitude”
The site develops on the northern slope of the Fourvière spur, on a steep slope down
to the quays of the Saône. B. Clément, in the context of a doctoral thesis on domestic
architecture in Lyon, conducted a survey campaign on the site in 2013.
Like the “Hôpital de Fourvière”, the “Clos de la Solitude” housed several residential areas
arranged in terraces, some associated with economic premises. These blocks were distributed
on either side of an east-west road oriented almost like the street grid B, although it was
geographically distant from it. Bordered by a portico, it was created ex nihilo from 20 BC
and measured a total of 40 feet. Further east, it crossed a north-east/south-west street with
an original orientation and so adapted to the topography in this particularly steep hill area.
Economic spaces have been identified in two areas: at the corner of the “domus aux
Mosaïques” and in the B survey, as an independent complex. The latter is particularly
relevant to question.
Two premises were particularly studied. In the Flavian period, the B1 and B2 premises
corresponded to two shops on the ground floor; one of these was separated into two
aisles by a series of pillars (fig. 6). Above them developed rental apartments on the first
floor. These were found collapsed in place and particularly well-preserved thanks to a
fire at the beginning of the 2nd century.
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Fig. 6: “Clos de la Solitude” – General view of shop B1 and its internal partitioning.
The Clos de la Solitude workplaces are a meaningful example of the shape that a
storied economic building could take.10 They developed in Lyon particularly from the
second half of the 1st century, while the occupation of the upper city densified and the
buildings tended to increase in height. The shops tended to become independent from
the adjacent buildings. The workshops/shops were located on the ground floor, on a
single row or at an angle to a backyard. Apartments on the upper floor were accessible
either from the shops themselves or only from the street: if so, they were independent.
Many of them observed a division of the premises on the ground floor into several
aisles, as for room B1 mentioned above.
Retail Space on Street Fronts: Architecture & Access Facilities
Beyond these detailed examples, it’s now time to look more generally at architectural
developments that reflect a closely linked operation between shops and streets in the
upper city of Lyon.
Access and Opening on the Street
A typological, although not systematic, recurrence concerning the shops is the wide
opening on a thoroughfare. This allowed the premises to be supplied with goods, the
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Fig. 7: Pillars in mixed opus of the shops at the back of the odeon.
customers to be guided, and the facade of the shops to be emphasized at the same
time.
The entrances to shops in Lyon give us only rare clues about their layout: however,
a few thresholds may be found in wood, stone or bricks and tiles. Modular closing
systems are sometimes assumed, whether they were sliding wooden panels or palisade
systems, which could be imagined either from the installation of the ground plate or
from certain rows of post holes on the facade.
The frontage of the shop must also attract customers by visually marking the
urban landscape observable from the street: the wide doorways tended to be framed
by pillars – more particularly in mixed opus at the Augustan time (fig. 7).
Shop Architecture versus Street Architecture
Moreover, the architecture of the shops was based on a modular organization of space.
So, the development of shops and streets tended to function coherently and evolved
together.
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This correlation is particularly obvious when it comes to the porticoes and their
interaction with the adjoining blocks.11 The example of a corner complex in Lyon,
formed by two rows of perpendicular shops framing a residential block, demonstrated
that autonomous units could stand out among the juxtaposed cells, which were identical
at first glance. Identifying changes in techniques within the same portico often makes
it possible to match groups of associated shops. Thus, on the plot 1/3 of the “Clos du
Verbe Incarné”, shops 1, 2 and 3 of the corner complex were associated with a portico
with planted posts and not with posts on pebble supports as on the rest of the plot. This
shows a strong association between the construction of the portico and the construction
of the retail spaces.
Links between Shops, Businesses and Thoroughfares
Crossed Influences: between the Encroachment of Commercial Activities and
the Adaptation to the Urban Network
Crossed influences were perceptible between the places of work and the main roads
that served them. It’s interesting to look at some signs of encroachment of the economic
activities12 and the adaptation to the urban framework.
For example, a shop on the façade of the “Pseudo-sanctuary of Cybele” building presented
an extension up to the pillars of the adjoining portico during the Augustan period. This
reflected the economic vitality of the block and the street, whose traffic was undoubtedly
modified by this encroachment. It also gave this corner shop a more important role and
indicated a potential enrichment of its owner.13 The issue of water drains, used for craft
activities sheltered in the premises, is also a major one and shows the closed links between
shops and streets. It was attested several times that the water drains were connected to
the existing hydraulic system that often came from the dwellings at the back or from the
apartments upstairs and was evacuated towards the street and the main network.
On the contrary, shops could suffer the consequences of the evolution of the
urban framework because retail activities and traffic interpenetrated. On the plateau
of the Sarra, the centre started to monumentalize from the Tiberian period with the
establishment of the imperial cult sanctuary; this led certain streets to be widened or,
on the contrary, to be removed.14 The blocks had to adapt to the newly established
architectural developments on the hill and not included in the original urban plan of the
colony. Thus, the construction of the sanctuary required the four blocks to be regrouped,
levelled, and filled in to the west. Some streets, such as that of Cybèle, were widened
and they encroached on the hold of the buildings surrounding them, which caused the
disappearance of many economic premises, since they were the first to undergo these
urban transformations. Similarly, the “rue du Capitole” were widened by 6 m, after a
retreat of the facades of the block: it would thus tend to become a privileged road for
more numerous passers-by.
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The construction of the building dated from state 4 on the site of the “Pseudosanctuaire de Cybèle” during the first decades AD led to the suppression of the shops and
that of the north-south street in the extension of the street of Cybèle. This quadrilateral
building indeed exceeded the limits of the preceding blocks.
The north-south street passed through the “Rue des Farges” site and ran along the
back of the odeon and the theatre, on whose façade shops developed. This street was
reduced during the construction of the odeon at the end of the 1st century / beginning of
the 2nd century: the portico was set back from the original roadway and the major axis
that formerly could be driven over became pedestrian.
Traffic, Catchment Area and Supply
Traffic routes are defined as recurrent transit areas and meeting places for potential
customers: this is how the catchment area of a shop is determined. As an emporium, the
colony of Lyon was a real economic hub. As early as the Augustan period, the banks of
the Saône, at the foot of the hill of Fourvière, were developed. Unloading port facilities
allowed goods to be redistributed locally through the network of streets to the top of
the hill.
The axes that appeared as the major ones in the upper city were the “rue de
l’Océan” and the “rue d’Aquitaine”, both 60 feet wide. The so-called “rue d’Aquitaine”
seemed to have been a structuring axis of the original colony, playing the role of
decumanus maximus, separating the Verbe Incarné district from the Cybèle district.
The path of the “rue de l’Océan” would correspond to the cardo maximus. In both
cases, few shops in the corpus of Lyon were concentrated there in all periods, but
this may be the result of a documentary bias due to the location of excavations.
It should be noted, however, that the rare economic premises recognized on the
façade of these streets testified to a certain durability, whether it concerned the
“bloc-boutique” on the “rue de l’Océan” or the craft/domestic complex on the “rue
d’Aquitaine”, present for four centuries.
However, in the current state of the corpus, the streets that concentrated more
recognized commercial premises seemed to be those that bordered the monumental
heart of the colony, around the municipal sanctuary of the imperial cult. These drained
traffic from the Tiberian period. The “rue du Capitole”, after its widening due to the
construction of the imperial sanctuary, was 12 m wide and saw the number of economic
premises that bordered it increase significantly. Leading to the façade of the monumental
building, it became a major thoroughfare of the colony. Similarly, the main street which
led to the top of the hill from the bottom of the slopes, at the level of the quays of Saône,
crossing the site of the “Rue des Farges” and running along the buildings of spectacle,
presented many places of trade on its façade. These shops were not isolated but very
often gathered together in the form of rooms of the same module in a row and had to
present a succession of varied activities for customers who used this axis regularly to
reach the top of the hill.
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Urban Trades and Streets
Finally, to identify groups of professional activities in Lyon’s urban framework
according to the distribution of recognized shops seemed to be a difficult task.
This panorama certainly suffered from our very partial knowledge regarding the
identified nature of trade in Lyon’s premises. This is due to a documentary bias and
the different degrees of conservation of the various craft activities known in urban
centres. However, we can note the wide dissemination of crafts and trade of basic
products used on an everyday scale in the living areas of the upper town, in tight
relation with the residential zone. The premises used for local and daily subsistence
remained in the heart of the city, as close as possible to the customers and the local
traffic routes.
Moreover, within the framework of shops containing production activities, work
structures often remained gathered in back shops, working in synergy with sale
operations but barely visible or accessible to customers from the street. This situation
was very clear for the shop/workshop 6 of the “Clos du Verbe Incarné” (plot 2). The
working structures (basins, a storage area, a masonry bench) were concentrated at the
back. Most of the metallurgical waste was also found there, while the front open space
on the street, less busy, seemed more suitable to sell goods. To open onto the street and
to be seen by customers were a shop’s main priority.

Fig. 8: Multi-criteria analysis of the retail space.
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Leads and Perspectives
To focus on the relationship between the economy and networks of streets in urban centres
therefore means to pay particular attention to the retail trade and its architectural forms.
The shop, as a place that houses commercial transactions for sale, production or service
activities, is at the heart of the discussion. It’s the economic place with the most marked
relationship with the street (more than exclusive production places or storage spaces).
As part of a thesis currently being conducted between the University of Lyon 2 and
the University of Lausanne, a global and transversal method of crossing data aims to
study retail urban trade in the Rhône Valley. The study of the retail premises themselves
is based on three main criteria: the architectural and topographical characteristics of the
premises, their internal fittings, and their small finds assemblages (fig. 8). The interest
of a reflection focused on the topographical relationship between this type of place and
the traffic axes is multiple, as the ideas discussed here have wished to demonstrate.
The choice of the shop location, the supply strategies for local shops, the relationships
with customers, or the functional and spatial organization of the rooms according to
the street offer many questions, which are not always easy to answer based exclusively
on the example of Lyon. The study can only be improved by focusing on a consistent
corpus on the geographically broader scale that has been chosen.
Notes
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11
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